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introduction
We marketers talk a lot about growing the top of the funnel -- you know, getting as much traffic as possible to your website. So, how 

do you fill the top of your funnel so it’s practically overflowing? Time and again, social media and SEO take the inbound marketing 

cake. But for marketers with limited time and money, SEO and social media often become competing priorities. I mean, it’s not like 

you necessarily have all the resources in the world to throw your full weight behind SEO and social media. And the thing is, it’s usually 

better to do one thing well than two things, well, not well. 

So, what gets sacrificed -- SEO or social media -- if you only have the bandwidth to seriously dedicate resources to one or the other? 

which is the biggest lever you can pull? will seo have a stronger impact on building the top of your marketing funnel, or is social 

media the place to spend your time for maximum results? Let’s figure out what SEO and social media are good for, and where they 

fall a little short, so you can select which tactic is right for you when in a marketing resources pinch.
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AdvAntAges of seo for mArketing

creAting content you cAn repurpose

constant content creation is inherent to good seo. if you do little else with your seo 

other than blog utilizing keywords important to your business, you’ll see significant 

gains -- granted, not as many as you could see if you had a full-time seo professional 

working on your business; but you would get some serious lift. So if you’re dedicating 

time to SEO, you’re probably creating content that is also feeding your other 

marketing efforts, like lead nurturing, email marketing, lead generation, and yes, 

even social media. 

1

2  LONG TERM GAINS THAT DON’T DIMINISH

SEO content is the gift that keeps on giving. When you create a web page, it’s indexed in search engines and will return as a result 

in the search engine results pages (SERPs) for years to come. So if you write, say, a blog post -- especially if it’s evergreen content 

(content that remains relevant for a long time) -- your few hours of effort writing and optimizing that content can continue to drive 

traffic and leads for years. That’s some pretty good ROI.
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long-tAil seArch yields tArgeted trAffic

Investing in SEO means you’re probably optimizing for long-tail search. Long-tail 

search is just what it sounds like -- a search term that is long, usually containing 

three or more terms. And the longer a keyword is, the more specific it gets. Think 

about the difference between the search term, “marketing,” and “marketing 

analytics consultants in boston.”

3

that second search term tells us that the searcher is looking for three things: 

consultants, who specialize in marketing analytics, and who are located in 

Boston. That’s way more information than a short-tail keyword, and it drives 

extremely targeted traffic to your website that you can then convert with very 

targeted offers -- based on the searcher’s problem, their stage in the sales cycle, 

or even their persona. plus, long-tail keywords are far less competitive than their 

short-tail brethren, and as such yield quick traffic wins for your website.
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inbound links help your website And your reputAtion

part of a well-rounded seo program is generating inbound links, and one of the 

best white-hat ways to get inbound links is by offering your services as a guest 

blogger. What’s so great about this is that not only do you, well, get inbound links ... 

but you form strong relationships with heavy hitters in your industry while you do it! 

essentially, as your website gains clout, so do you.

4

 seo gives An edge to locAl businesses

If you’re a local business with a brick-and-mortar location, you can capitalize on 

the growth of the mobile market with seo, too. mobile searchers are typically out 

and about when searching for information about your business. that also means 

they’re closer to the point of purchase. Focusing on local SEO ensures you’re the 

first business a lead sees when they’re looking for, say, the closest copy center, 

or an inexpensive place to go to dinner in their zip code.

AA
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seo is eAsier thAn it used to be

Google’s algorithm is getting smarter. Since 

the first Panda update debuted in February of 

last year, up until 2012’s first Penguin update, 

Google’s algorithm has swayed more and more 

toward rewarding websites in the serps that 

create stellar content for readers, not for search 

engines.

And google cAn do thAt becAuse  
their Algorithm is smArter!

It doesn’t need to rely on hacky tricks to identify 

what a web page is about. that means that, 

while there’s a lot that technical SEO could still 

to for your website, “doing” that basic seo we 

talked about in the beginning of this section isn’t 

a mystery that marketers can’t master -- at its 

core, it’s simply the creation of excellent content.
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disAdvAntAges of seo for mArketing

seo tAkes A lot of time

All that excellent content creation that is the basis of strong seo is also a 

disadvantage for some marketers -- because consistently creating top-notch 

content takes a lot of time. seo is no longer as simple as peppering keywords 

all over your web page and in your meta data. And if you’re seriously crunched 

for resources, the content creation required to maintain a sustained seo 

program may be overwhelming.

1

            you still need to invest in technicAl seo

while constant quality content creation as an seo strategy will get you far, it will only get you so far. 

there are still some things that are a little out of your reach unless you consider yourself well versed in 

technical SEO -- you know, 301 redirects, site structure, site hosting, 404 configuration. If that sounds 

like seo gobbledygook, even the most steadfast on- and off-page seo will reach a ceiling. or worse, if 

you’re working on some legacy technical problems, could see no results because crawlers can’t read 

your site, you’re suffering from duplicate content you didn’t know about, or some other issue that’s 

preventing you from really taking off.

2
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too much is out of your control 

While on-page SEO is important, off-page SEO has a bigger impact. And by off-page SEO, we chiefly 

mean generating inbound links. The problem is, it’s way harder to get quality inbound links than it is to 

practice on-page optimization. so while you can work really hard to optimize every single web page, you 

still have to rely on other high-authority sites to link to you, use proper anchor text, and not split the juice 

of that link by linking to several other sites. And unfortunately, that’s all extremely hard for you to control.

3

4

yOu DON’T HAvE juST GOOGLE TO THINk ABOuT 

you know, there are search engines out there other than google. shocking, 

i know. marketers wisely spend most of their time optimizing for organic 

search on google, but the fact is there are plenty of other search engines 

-- bing and yahoo! come to mind -- as well as smaller, niche search engines 

that keep cropping up every day. this just means that there are different sets 

of rules to follow for each, making a truly comprehensive seo strategy just a 

little more divided.
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yOu cAN’T MEASuRE EvERyTHING 

does everyone remember the great google ssl encryption of 2011? 

it made it so that google no longer passed referral data for logged 

in users when those users clicked on a search result. As a result, 

marketers lost serious insight into a chunk of their organic traffic. 

google said it would only adversely impact <10% of searches.

our AnAlysis of hubspot customers 
showed it impActed Anywhere from 11.36% 
of seArch results to more thAn 50%.

And a marketer with impaired analytics is about as effective as an 

airplane pilot with an eyelash in her eye.

5

6 seo reQuires long-term upkeep

While you may be rocking the SERPs today, if you don’t 

consistently put forth effort to create optimized content 

and generate inbound links, your rankings will slip, and 

all your work will be for naught. in other words, seo is 

not a one-and-done solution to fill the top of your funnel. ?
?

?
?

?
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AdvAntAges of sociAl mediA for mArketing

sociAl mediA improves your seo

Since we just finished talking about the advantages and disadvantages of SEO, 

you might be interested to know that social media actually helps your organic 

search presence. just like inbound links are a “vote” for your website -- and as 

such, Google’s crawlers love websites that have lots of inbound links -- social 

shares of your content are a vote of sorts, too. think about it, the more people love 

your content, the more google will want to return those results in the serps. so 

investing in a social media strategy can actually get you a little seo bang for your 

social media buck.

1
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yOu’LL BuILD STRONG PERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

guest blogging for inbound links lets you build a few good relationships, but social media lets you build hundreds of thousands. 

maintaining an active social media presence lets you carry on prolonged, friendly conversations with your followers. And while you do 

that, your social reach extends even more as their network sees you popping up in their feeds. When you’re talking with people one-

on-one like you do on social media, you can provide seriously personalized service that other marketing channels struggle to match.

sociAl content cAn be repurposed

If you’re investing in social media, it’s simple to scalably grow your 

presence across more than one network, because you can easily 

repurpose the content you share from network to network. so while 

you’ll rewrite the copy you use in a tweet versus a Facebook update, 

you can still link to the same great offers, blog content, and visual 

content to grow your following across several networks without 

multiplying your required content creation resources.

2

3
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more tArgeted networks meAns more customers

Social media affords you the opportunity to be extremely targeted if you’ve figured out which networks work best for your 

business. for example, we know that linkedin is an extraordinary performer for b2b organizations.

4

compare that with twitter, from which only 40% of b2b organizations have acquired a 

customer, and facebook, from which only 43% have acquired a customer, and you can 

better prioritize how much time you spend on each network. on the other hand, facebook 

drives the most conversions for b2c organizations, where 77% of companies have acquired 

a customer. It’s followed by Twitter, where 55% of B2c organizations have acquired a 

customer, and trailed by linkedin, where 51% have acquired a customer. (source: hubspot 

state of inbound marketing 2012)

65% of b2b orgAnizAtions hAve AcQuired A customer on linkedin.
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sociAl mediA provides the user-generAted content you need to drive sAles

Social media is powered by user-generated content, and if you didn’t already know, user-generated content is critical to driving sales 

for your organization.

5

“
”

more thAn 80% of gen y -- Also known As 
the lArgest consumer group in history -- is 
influenced by user-generAted content when 
considering A purchAse.

51% of them ActuAlly rAted it more importAnt 
thAn the opinions of their friends And fAmily. “ ”

And when it comes to purchases like major electronics, cars, hotels, travel accommodations, credit cards, and insurance, many of 

them won’t even make a purchase without first consulting user-generated content (Source: Bazaarvoice). Starting to sweat your 

social media presence yet?
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disAdvAntAges of sociAl mediA for mArketing

-

1 sociAl mediA fAils without content

Since we’re talking about the resources needed to scale 

your social media presence, we should also consider that it’s 

useless if it’s not backed by a strong content strategy. Think 

about it -- if you don’t have anyone creating blog content, 

offer content, videos, memes, infographics, etc., what exactly 

are you going to share in social media? you can tweet ‘til 

the cows come home, but if there’s no link to drive them 

back to your website, your social following doesn’t do much 

for your business’ bottom line. And like we mentioned in the 

seo section of this ebook, all that content creation takes 

dedicated resources that time-crunched marketers don’t 

typically have in excess.

2             success tAkes A long time

for your social media presence to drive meaningful 

results for your business, it needs to grow. but growing 

a social media following doesn’t happen overnight. It 

takes months upon years to build up a strong social 

following and wide reach that will drive serious traffic to 

your website. of course, you can speed that up a little 

bit if you abandon the organic growth route and opt for 

the paid promotion route -- but that costs money and 

management time. is that something you have as a 

resource-strapped marketer?- -
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sociAl mediA content expires Quickly

 unlike content in search engines, social media content expires quickly. so 

while you thought that quippy tweet with the link to the best blog post ever 

written was this month’s crowning achievement, it’ll be buried in people’s 

tweet streams within minutes, and within their facebook news feeds within 

hours ... and that’s if they even see it at all. Social media updates are 

decidedly not the gift that keeps on giving.

3

monitoring is time intensive

because those streams keep updating, and updating ... and updating ... you 

have to vigilantly monitor your social media accounts. every day. yes, there 

are social media monitoring tools out there to make this more efficient, but 

the multi-tasking marketer can easily get bogged down trying to read and 

respond to all of the content that comes through their multiple social media 

accounts.

4
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So, WHicH iS iT?

cAN’T IT BE BOTH?

A
B
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sociAl mediA And seo work better together

they both rely on QuAlity content

neither seo, nor social media, can survive without a consistent stream of quality content. without 

content, there’s nothing for Google’s crawlers to pick up and index in search engines -- which means 

they’ll visit your website less and less frequently. Without content, there’s nothing valuable for you to 

share in social media, which means, much like Google’s crawlers, your fans and followers will stop 

engaging with your updates and eventually stop following you.

the lines between seArch And sociAl Are blurring

not only are search engines weighing social shares of content much more heavily when 

deciding how to rank a web page in the SERPs since 2011’s Panda updates, but Google has 

also launched its own social network -- google+ -- and integrated the social updates that 

appear there within Google’s organic search results. The importance of the integration of 

social media and organic search has even gotten to the point where twitter had to speak up, 

calling google out for showing preference to google+ updates in the serps despite the fact 

that tweets were often a more relevant result to return.
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Let’s assume you are an avid creator of 

quality content already, and you’re trying 

to decide whether you should invest more 

time in seo, or social media. where do 

you make the investment? well, you have 

two choices, both of which were alluded to 

earlier in this ebook.

buT iF you Had To cHooSE?
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you could invest in hiring a social media manager to promote all that amazing content you’re creating, grow 

your social following, and monitor and engage with your various social networks. 

understand how seo and social 

media integrate into the rest 

of your marketing. sign up for 

HubSpot’s 30-day free trial to 

learn at your own pace.

Or, you could shift those resources to a technical SEO hire. Since you’re already churning out amazing 

content that’s helping your website skyrocket in the SERPs, you could amplify that effort with a technical SEO 

who can ensure that your website operated in such a way that Google’s crawlers can actually read and index 

every bit of content you’re creating, and not punish your site for mistakes you didn’t even know you were 

making.

1
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integrAte sociAl 
mediA in your 
mArketing
Don’t let social media live in a silo 

from the rest of your marketing. 

integrate it with all other assets you 

are using to optimize your efforts 

and get better results.

not sure if seo is worth your time 

and ongoing investment? make up 

your mind using real data by tracking 

the roi of your marketing channels. 

trAck the roi 
of your seo 
efforts
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...to learn how the HubSpot all-in-one 
marketing software can help you 
with these tasks.

reQuest A demo
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